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Abstract: According to the performed studies, one of the barriers of productivity in which many companies are 
involved is assembly line balance problem of which solution requires application of scientific techniques.  In Iran, 
one of the major reasons for failure to use the industrial units capacities is lack of balance between production and 
assembly lines.  Since one of the considerable problems for the production employees is production lines balance, 
main purpose of this research is to introduce scientific techniques and application of suitable methods for balancing 
assembly lines which will be performed by introducing and presenting a developed heuristic algorithm for two 
-sided assembly lines balance with regard to tasks symmetry constraint. The above developed algorithm will 
consider two major goals ; first goal : presentation of a heuristic technique for balancing two-sided assembly lines 
and  comparing its efficiency with optimal answers obtained from accurate methods, second goal: relative 
comparison of efficiency of three techniques of the most efficient Max T،Max FوMax PW priority laws  
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1. Introduction:  
Today, we are in the world which is regarded 

as postmodern business world. For this reason, we 
should make some changes in procedures especially in 
production environments with use of modern needs 
and new technologies and use of scientific techniques 
so that we can play role in fulfillment of the products 
and industrial business users’ needs  and stabilizing 
competitive position. For this reason, production 
systems design is regarded as important issue in global 
level in present era as result of rapid growth of 
production technologies and increase of completion in 
global level. Design of production systems is classified 
on the basis of cases such as type of product, 
technologies relating to machines and equipments, 
assembly lines balancing and leveling working 
stations, storage, transportation systems etc. one of the 
most useful type of production systems is assembly 
line. For this reason, main goal of the assembly lines 
designers is to increase efficiency of line by 
maximizing ratio between the obtained profit and the 
spent costs. Problem of balance and design of 
assembly lines are of the strategic activities in each 
production environment because lack of balance in 
assembly lines causes to increase cycle time and idle 
time and finally to decrease production rate, efficiency 
of line and increase system costs. For this reason, 
balance of assembly lines causes the production and 
industries specialists and engineers to raise this 

question that how assembly lines can be balanced and 
designed in the most efficient method of balance in 
order to ensure final quality of the product and increase 
benefit of the producer. Assembly lines balance 
problem includes assignment of tasks relating to 
assembly of a product to line stations in order to 
optimize one or more special goals. Different 
classifications have been presented for assembly lines 
by researchers in the field of industries so that each one 
of these classifications considers specification of these 
lines. Generally, we can classify assembly lines power 
into two groups of assembly lines.  Two-sided 
assembly lines are used in order to produce products in 
large sizes such as truck and bus. Two-sided assembly 
lines have different advantages compared to one-sided 
assembly lines which are shorter lines, lower flow time 
and material displacement. With regard to importance  
of two-sided assembly lines balance. It is necessary to 
note that since tasks symmetry constraint has not been 
considered in literature of these lines, the said 
proposed algorithm will be presented with regard to 
this constraint. In this article, theoretical fundamentals 
of two-sided assembly lines, techniques available in 
literature for balancing such kind of   assembly lines, 
tasks symmetry constraint and some concepts relating 
to heuristics are studied. In the second section, 
developed algorithm for balancing two-sided assembly 
lines has been introduced with regard to tasks 
symmetry constraint and mathematical model optimal 
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answers have been calculated by GAMS 
software.Finally, efficiency of the said algorithm was 
compared with optimal answers obtained from 
mathematical model and necessary conclusions have 
been made in this field.   
 
1.1 Theoretical fundamentals for two-sided 
assembly lines: 

As referred above, we can classify assembly 
lines into one or two-sided assembly lines groups. 
Two-sided assembly lines are used in order to produce 
products in large sizes such as truck and bus. 
Two-sided assembly lines have different advantages 
compared to one-sided assembly lines which are 
shorter lines, lower flow time and material 
displacement. An example of these lines is shown in 
figure 1. In this figure, any mate of the stations is 
called a mated station or a status of the line and each 
one of the stations calls its opposite station as mate. 
Problem of two-sided assembly lines balance is 
different from one-sided assembly lines balance 
(simple assembly lines balance) because tasks have 
status constraint or constraint of preference to perform 
task in one of the left and right stations of assembly 
lines in such problems.  Some tasks can be assigned 

to one of the line sides while some others can be 
assigned to each one of the line sides. Therefore, in 
such lines, we can classify tasks into three different 
groups: tasks group which can be performed in line left 
stations (L), tasks group which can be performed in the 
right stations (R) and finally tasks group which can be 
assigned to each one of the right or left side of the 
assembly line (E). For example, consider terminal 
assembly line relating to a truck production process. 
Some tasks such as installation of fuel tank and 
toolbox will be grouped in L type tasks group, battery 
assembly and exhaust storage tank will be included in 
group R and fastening radiator will be included in E 
type tasks group.  Consideration of status constraints 
in some cases leads to inevitable idol times in some 
line stations. Consider two tasks i and P which are 
direct prerequisite of i in prerequisite relations graph of 
tasks P. Assume that tasks i have been assigned to one 
of the jth status stations of line and P is assigned to its 
another station in line balance. In this case, the worker 
relating to the station to which ith tasks have been 
assigned will not be able to start ith work until end of 
jth operations. For this reason, balance of two-sided 
assembly lines requires consideration of works 
sequence- based tasks end times.   

 
 

  
Figure 1. an example of two-sided assembly lines  

 
 

2. Review of literature  
Different methods have been raised for 

solving problem of one-sided assembly lines balance 
(simple). Since this problem is a subset of NP-Hard 
optimization problems, many researchers have tried to 
present heuristic solutions for solving this problem 
which include works performed by Talbot et al, Ghosh 
and Gognon. In spite of widespread literature about 
one-sided assembly lines problem, little attention has 
been paid to two-sided assembly lines balance 
problems solution.  Barthodi introduced two-sided 
assembly lines in his work and used simple assignment 
algorithm in order to solve problem of lines balance. 
His main goal was to compile a computer program in 
order to help manage a small vehicles manufacturing 
unit for rapid and step by step balance of vehicle 
assembly lines.  Lee et al used tasks group assignment 
algorithm in order to balance two-sided assembly lines 

by aiming at maximizing two criteria of tasks 
relatedness and time interval between the related 
operations. Baykas oglu and Dereli used Ant Colony 
Algorithm in order to optimize two-sided assembly 
lines balance with regard to area constraint. Kim et al 
presented a mathematical model for two-sided 
assembly lines in order to minimize cycle time for 
fixed number of mated stations and used genetic 
algorithm in order to solve it. We et al presented a 
simple mathematical model for two-sided assembly 
lines balance by aiming at minimization of weighted 
set of the statuses number and line stations and used 
branch and bound algorithm in order to solve it. Ozcan 
and Toklu pressnted two-sided assembly lines balance 
problem with multiple target function as a 
mathematical model and used ideal mathematical 
model in order to solve it.  
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3. heuristic processes based on priority laws  
Major part of ALBP literature includes use of 

approximate methods for solving these problems. 
Generally, two classes of approximate solutions have 
been known for ALBP:  heuristic methods and 
metaheuristic methods. A large part of the heuristic 
approaches has been presented for all kinds of simple 
assembly lines problem in recent decades. Heuristic 
processes structure was gradually developed until 
some processes such as tabu search technique, genetic 
algorithm and the liken focus on search methods in 
order to achieve optimal solution in the present decade 

and led to some techniques which are called 
metaheuristic methods. But we dare to say that many 
heuristic processes and approaches are based on 
priority laws in which the number of prerequisite and 
post-requisite and tasks processing time will be basis 
for selection of operations.  Among different laws 
which have been used in recent decades, some are 
mentioned as the most efficient priority laws which are 
found in table 1. The heuristic algorithm introduced in 
the article for two-sided assembly lines balance is 
based on some of these priority laws.  

 

  
Table 1. the most efficient priority laws 

 
4. two-sided assembly lines balance problem with 
regard to tasks symmetry constraint 

  In this article, two-sided assembly lines 
balance has been studied with regard to tasks 
symmetry constraints. Target function of the problem 
includes minimization of the length and the number of 
assembly line stations by assuming cycle time as fixed. 
Problem constraints include prerequisite constraints, 
cycle time and tasks symmetry. A two-sided assembly 
lines balance has been presented by a prerequisite 
relations graph as shown in figure 2. In this figure, 
circles show tasks and arcs show prerequisite relations 
between them. Any task relates to label like (ti,d) in 
which ti is operational time of ith work and d is tasks 

group (L, R or E). Generally, symmetrical tasks set in 
two-sided assembly lines balance problems includes 
mate of the similar tasks with different status 
constraints. For example, fastening tires on the right 
and left side of a vehicle in final assembly line of a 
vehicle production process is an example of these tasks 
set. Although two symmetrical tasks can be assigned to 
different mated stations, they are mostly assigned to a 
status of the line in real assembly lines. One of the 
reasons is more regular positioning of assembly lines 
in terms of the tasks which can be performed in each 
one of the statuses belonging to assembly line. In this 
work, set of symmetrical tasks will be shown with 
symbol STS (Symmetric Tasks Set).  
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Figure 2. an example of prerequisite relations graph relating to two-sided assembly lines     
 

Tasks symmetric constraints require assigning 
symmetric tasks to a mated station of assembly line 
during line balance process. For example, consider the 
problem presented in figure 2 with mated tasks set of 
STS-{{1,2}},{{3,5}},{{6,7}} . Figure 3 shows 

optimal assignment of the above tasks with regard to 
tasks symmetry constraints.  White blocks show tasks, 
hachured blocks show idol times and the number 
written on top of the block show tasks finishing time.  

 

  
Figure 3. optimal assignment with regard to tasks symmetry constraints 

 
As said in the previous chapters, one-sided 

assembly lines balance problems are classified as NP–
Hard problems in terms of mathematical complexity. 
Two-sided assembly lines balance problem is 
developed form of one-sided assembly lines balance 
problem with this difference that tasks relating to the 
assembly process have preference constraints for 
performance in one of the right or left side stations of 
the assembly line. Therefore, this problem has double 

complexity due to status constraints on the problem in 
addition to complexity of one-sided assembly lines 
balance problem. Considering symmetry constraints of 
the tasks imposes another complexity on two-sided 
assembly lines balance problem. For this reason, two-
sided assembly lines balance problem is certainly NP–
Hard with regard to symmetry constraints.  
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5. Proposed algorithm  
Two-sided assembly lines balance problem can be 

classified as  NP–Hard combinatory problems for two 
reasons : firstly, tasks relating to assembly process 
have performance preference constraints in one of the 
right or left stations of assembly line(status 
constraints), secondly, considering tasks symmetry 
constraints impose another complexity on two-sided 
assembly lines balance problem . In this regard, use of 
final methods is very time-consuming and even it will 
be impossible for real problems. For this reason, many 
efforts have been made to find approximate methods 
which can give answers with relative quality and at 
reasonable time. One of the methods which have been 
presented for solving problems of assembly lines 
balance problems which is subset of such problems is 
heuristic approach. These approaches give for the 
problems relatively good answers in short time. Since 
two-sided assembly lines balance problem is NP–Hard 
with regard to tasks symmetry constraints. In this 
work, we try to present a heuristic approach for solving 
it. The proposed algorithm has been composed of six 
main stages:  

 
1- In the first stage, a primary mated station is 

opened.  
2- In the second stage, set of the tasks which is 

present in mated station with regard to prerequisite 
constraints and cycle time assigned to the mated 
station is determined.  

3- In the third stage, tasks symmetry constraints are 
imposed on set of the tasks obtained from the 
second stage and the tasks of which symmetry is 
not available in set are excluded from the 
accessible tasks set. 

4- In the fourth stage, in case that no task is assigned 
to the present mated station with regard to the 
problem constraints, new mated station is opened 
and the algorithm returns to the second stage, 
otherwise, it will go to the fifth stage.  

5- In the fifth stage, some tasks are selected among 
set of the accessible tasks by a set of heuristic 
rules.   

6- In the sixth stage, the tasks are selected and its 
symmetric tasks are assigned to the mated station 
if available. In order to reach the problem answer, 
set of the above stages should be repeated until 
assignment of all tasks.  

7- Below is program code as programming language 
C++:  

 
Step 1: Position=1; 
While (Exist unassigned tasks) { 

     Step 2: Identify a set F whose elements are such 
tasks that can be assigned to the 
current mated station. 

       
     Step3: Remove such tasks from the set F whose 

symmetric tasks are not available. 
     Step 4: If (F =	∅) 
     Position = Position + 1 
     Else 
     Step 5: Select a task from the F list using Heuristic 

rules. 
     Step 6: Assign the selected tasks and its symmetric 

task, if there is, to the current mated 
station. 

In this program, tasks symmetry constraints are 
imposed by deleting tasks of which 
symmetries are not accessible.   

Performance of this process leads to assignment of the 
related tasks and their symmetry to the next mated 
stations.  

 
 
5.1 selection and assignment  

Since each task belonging to the set of the 
accessible tasks can be assigned to the present mated 
station, the two following rules are applied for 
selection among this set:  
1- Selection of the task which has the highest rank 

(weight) according to a heuristic method. In the 
present article, tasks rank has been calculated on 
the basis of one of three heuristic methods of 
MAXPW, MAXT or MAXF(it is necessary to 
note that the proposed algorithm has been written 
in three separate ranks by three heuristics and the 
results obtained from application of these 
heuristics have been compared with each other).   

 MAX PW: according to this method, weight of 
each element equals to element performance time  
plus post-requisite elements performance time  

 MAX T: on the basis of this method, weight of 
each element equals to element performance time  

 MAX F: weight of each element in this method 
equals to the number of direct post-requisite of 
that element according to the Precedence diagram   

2- In case of two or more similar cases, the tasks 
which have the smallest task number are selected. 
Since tasks are numbered by order in assembly 
lines balance problems, use of this rule leads to 
more regular assignment of tasks because the tasks 
which have lower task number will be assigned to 
the more primary stations.  

3- Selected tasks should be assigned by the above 
rules to one of the right or left stations of the 
present mated station with regard to the status 
constraints.  For this purpose, in case that the 
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selected tasks belong to tasks group type L or R, 
they are assigned to the related station and in case 
of symmetric tasks; they are assigned to the 
related station. In case that selected tasks are 
among  the tasks group type E, the following rules 
are used to select one of two right or left stations:  

4- Selection of the station in which selected tasks can 
have smallest starting time.  

5- Selection of the station in which selected tasks 
assignment leads to shorter inevitable idol times.  

6- Random selection of one of the stations  
Rule 1 will give priority to the stations which have less 
operational load and efficiency of the line will 
increase. Improvement of the line efficiency criterion 
is not only necessary for minimizing the number of 
stations and line length but also for decreasing the 
probability of creating inevitable idol times.   

Rule 2 is applied in case that starting time of the 
selected tasks in both stations is equal.  In this case, the 
station of which selected tasks assignment leads to 
shorter inevitable idol times will be selected.  
5.2 heuristic algorithm process  
In this section, we intend to study function of the 
introduced heuristic algorithm in section 5 for 
hypothetical precedence graph No. 2.   The above 
algorithm process is found in table 2 and according to 
the steps mentioned in section 3. Assessment of the 
above table shows that application of the introduced 
algorithm for the hypothetical precedence graph No. 2 
leads to assignment of the activities as 2 workstations. 
It is necessary to note that the applied assignment 
process applied in this heuristic algorithm includes 12 
units with regard to tasks symmetry constraint and 
cycle time.   

 
Table 2: heuristic algorithm process for hypothetical precedence graph No. 2 

step 6  step 5  step 4  step 3  step 2  step 1  stages   

assignment of task 
1 to the left station 
and task 2 to the 

right station  
  

selection of 
task 1 

according to 
rule 2 

  

  F*={1,2}  F={1,2} first 
position   

1  

assignment of task 
4 to the right  

station according to 
random assignment 

rule 3  
  

selection of 
task 4 

according to 
rule 1  

_  F*={3,4,5}  F={3,4,5}  -  2  

_  _  second 
position   

F*={}  F={3}  _  3  

assignment of task 
5 to the right 

station and task 3 
to the left station   

selection of 
task 5 

according to 
rule 1  

_  F*={3,5}  F={3,5}  _  4  

assignment of task 
7 to the right 

station and task 6 
to the left station  

selection of 
task 7 

according to 
rule 1  

_  F*={6,7}  F={6,7}  _  5  

assignment of task 
8 to the right 

station  

task 8  _  F*={8}  F={8}  _  6  

  
 F={set of assigned tasks} 
 F*={set of assigned tasks after deleting the tasks of which symmetries are not available} 

 
6. Numerical calculations  
In this section, the proposed heuristic algorithm has 
been applied in section 5 for P24 problems in work of 
kim et al [13] and  P65 problem in work of lee et al 
[14].  It is necessary to note that symmetrical tasks are 

not specified in any problems and set of symmetric 
tasks has been determined as shown in table 2. It is 
necessary to note that the mentioned algorithm for the 
said experimental problems has been calculated 
separately with three heuristic techniques.  
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Table 3: set of determined symmetric tasks for experimental problems   
Symmetric task sets  Problem 

STS={(1,4) (2,3) (5,7) (11,15)(16,20)}  P24  

STS={(8,10) (39,40) (44,45)(51,53)}  P65  

 
6.1 calculation results  
 
Table 4: numerical example calculation results  

  
Heuristic3 
MAX TF  

Heuristic 2 
MAX LC  

Heuristic1 
MAX RPW  

Cycle time  Problem  

5[9]  5[10]  5[9]  18  P24 

5[9]  4[8]  5[10]  20    

4[7]  4[7]  4[7]  25    

3[6]  3[6]  3[6]  30    

7[14]  7[14]  7[14]  381  P65  

6[12]  6[11]  6[12]  490    

5[9]  5[10]  5[10]  544    

 It is necessary to note that number inside the bracket shows the number of individual stations and the number 
beside the bracket shows the number of mated stations.  

 
6.2 conclusion:  

Many algorithms and solutions have been 
presented in order to solve one-sided assembly lies 
balance problem but little attention has been paid to the 

two-sided assembly lines balance. This may be due to 
calculation complexity in two-sided assembly lines 
balance problem because this problem is contrary to 
the assembly lines.  

 
Table 5: the results obtained from comparison of the proposed algorithm function for solving two-sided assembly 
lines balance problem and results obtained from integer model solution   

Heuristic3 
MAX F  

Heuristic 2 
MAX PW  

Heuristic1 
MAX  T  

MIP (without 
symmetric 
constraints)  

MIP (With 
symmetric 
constraints) 

Cycle 
time  

Problem  

5[9]  5[10]  5[9]  5[9]  5[10]  18  P24 

5[9]  4[8]  5[10]  4[8]  4[8]  20    

4[7]  4[7]  4[7]  4[8]  4[8]  25    

3[6]  3[6]  3[6]  3[6]  3[6]  30    

7[14]  7[14]  7[14]  -  -  381  P65  

6[12]  6[11]  6[12]  -  -  490    

5[9]  5[10]  5[10]  -  -  544    
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One-sided assembly lines balance problem 
requires considering works sequence- based tasks 
ending times. In this research, two-sided assembly 
lines problem has been studied with regard to tasks 
symmetry constraints. Since this problem belongs to 
the group of combinatory problems with NP-Hard 
complexity, algorithm based on heuristic rules has 
been introduced in order to solve it and its ability to 
solve the experimental problems was studied. It is 
necessary to note that there are no experimental 
problems with tasks symmetry constraint in the 
available literature. For this reason, some required 
constraints have been added to some experimental 
problems in order to test heuristic algorithm to be used 
for testing the algorithm.  We study results obtained 
from this research:  
 
fficiency of the developed heuristic algorithm 
(research main goal) 

Numerical tests show that the proposed 
algorithm is more efficient than the mathematical 
model. In addition, table 4 shows that the mathematical 
model is not able to solve the problems with large size 
while the proposed algorithm is used for solving 
problems with real sizes. This algorithm produces 
some answers with acceptable error compared to 
optimal answer n very short time (at most 4 seconds). 
Comparison of three heuristics MAX PW, MAX LC, 
MAX TF in heuristic algorithm  
 

As said before, three heuristic techniques 
applied in heuristic algorithm are among the most 
efficient heuristics.  Study of table 4 confirms this 
fact mentioned in assembly lines literature and these 
techniques have equal result and efficiency so that this 
holds true for results obtained from application of the 
heuristic algorithm.  
 
7. Future researches  

This research can be generalised in some 
fields and can be regarded as a ground for the future 
research. Firstly, only mated and individual stations 
minimisation criterion has been used in order to assess 
the problem and considering other criteria such as 
balancing criterion and levelling  the operational load 
of the stations and generalisation of problem to 
multi-objective optimisation problem can be a ground 
for other researches. Secondly, case study of this field 
especially in final assembly lines relating to production 
of bus and truck and other heavy facilities are good 
ground for the researches.  
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